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BBSTIpB@T: Cratonic regions of the
Brazilian
Amazon
contain
one
of the largest
concentrations of alluvial gold in the world. The placers are characterized by immature, poorly
sorted sediments, with highlyvariable ore grades. Such features indicate formation through mass
movements - quick transportation under torrential conditions, and rapid deposition with
little
reworking - occurring under semi-arid climate and
sparse vegetation.

-

The placersstudied are widelydistributed in the BrazilianAmazonandregisterthe
occurrence of at least two semi-ariddepositionalcycles,correspondingto
the Pleistocenic
glaciations in the high-latitude regions. Sediments transported to the valleys by mass movements
preserve many features indicative of thenature, the size and the site of bothprimaryand
secondary source rocks, whichare invariably located nearby.The study and evaluationof placers
formed this way may demandspecific procedures, with rigid control of representative data. The
distribution pattern of gold grades and characterization of heavy minerals assemblages can be
helpfül in the search of alluvial placer sources.

*

RESUMEN: Las regiones cratonicas de la Amazonia brasilera contienen una de las mayores
concentraciones de placeres aluviales auriferos del mundo. Estos placeres parecen haber sido
formado par deslizamientos en masa, con transporte rapidoen ambientes torrenciales, deposici6n
ripida sin retrabajoimportante,bajo un climamedio Brido y conunaescasacuberturade
vegetaci6n.
Estosdep6sitosregistran
la ocurrencia de por 10 menos dos ciclos deposicionales,
correspondientes a las glaciacionesdelPleistocenoen
las regiones de altas latitudes. Los
sedimentos transportados en conjunto hacia los valles conservan rasgos caracteristicos de la
naturaleza, tamaiio y ubicaci6n de lasrocas fuentes primariasy secundarias, que siempre son de
localizaci6n cercana.
La pesquisa y la evaluaci6n de estos placeres taracterizados por sedimentos inmaturos y
mal seleccionados,con leyes de Oromuy variables,requierenprocedimientosespecificos
presentados en este trabajo.
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Fig.1: Location of the main stuclied arem.

The. inadequate approach to work in these. areas usually results in serious dearth of
information, in addition to emnomic losses and environmental damages, thatwuld be avoided
by a mrnpaehensive study of its peculiarities. In €act, the study of the Amazonian ahviurn
reveals mmy special characteristicsi,distinct $rom the dassi 1 alluvial mode1 - adopted $0
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develop almost al1 methodology and-technology available for exploration, mining and
processing - leading to the formulation of a specific genetic exploratory model,also applicablc
to the tin placers of the region (Barros, 1987).
This new approach is the product of efforts of many experts andinstitutions - especially
the Paranapanema Group and the University of Brasilia - to whom the authors extend their
appreciation.

Most of the primary gold deposits knownin the Brazilian Amazon have resulted from
hydrothermal activity in high angle shear zones. Such conditioning is evident al1 over the
craton, segmented by several shear belts reactivated in many episodes (Veiga, 1990). The
resultant veins participate in distinct geological contexts, distributed
in supracrustal sequences
of low and high metamorphic grade, including typical greenstone belts, in plutonites and
continental felsic volcanic, as well as tonalitic basement. Recorded primary bodies generally are
relatively small, but can be considerably rich in gold. Repeated with certain frequency, they
expand considerably theptentially mineralized areas.
The weathering of these sources in lateritic regime usually results in significant
supergenic enrichment in eluvial and colluvial zones, important for definition of economic
alluvial placers. Gold containedin veins or disseminated in host rocks tends to presentfine to
ultrafine grain size, and purity between
75 to 85%Au (Veiga etal., 1988). Lateritic enrichment
may promote, in addition to an increase in grain size, considerable upgrading of the native
blend, throughpreferential leaching of the more soluble metals associated, such as Ag, Cu and
others (Mann, 1984). The existence of lateritic gold with purity of between 92 and 98%, as
registered in Novo Planeta (Maraui& Veiga, 1985) and Cassipore mines (Veiga etal., 1988),
is common.

The global changes which characterized the Cenozoic era resulted in repeated and
profound paleoclimatic changes in the Amazon, with alternating phases of dry and humid
climates. Theyare correlated, respectively, toglacial and interglacial periods occurring
in high
latitude regions. This would imply, in peripheral regions of the Amazon (cratonic terrains) in
shifts in the limits of the forest, confined to ciliary forests surrounded by savannas during the
dry periods (Sioli, 1985). In the central Arnazon basin these fluctuations toseem
have been less
pronounced or even non existent.
Thus, Pre-Cambrian terrains and in particular their gold sources,have been subjected to
deep weathering, marked by alternating periods
of hot and humid climate favouring supergenic
enrichment, and periodsof drier climatefavorable to erosion and concentrationof resistates, in
sediments transported torrentiallyto the valleys by mass movements (Veiga, 1990).
The drainages studied have restricted dimensions and low gradient, which limit their
capacity for transport and selection. Thus,in periods of drier climate,their valleys would tend
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Paleovalleys O
have a different evolutisn. In the uthem margin of the
adeira river,, near
recently instdled in
palesvalleys (fig. 4), similar to
em margin, in Bolivian
tersitory.
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of the paleo-alluvium hdicates the subsidence of the
ir deposition, in respsnse to
ive floodingwhich d
neotectonic influence h

In fact, the a
which s w n e d in
dent sequenas: loated in rewo
terraces. They have ages
conelated 60 the upper and

y buried paleovalleys or
efore present), and are

ub-present sequenees: they ocapy the present valleys, developed befsre the last
sion of the rain forest, and are ocwsionally eesvered by wlluvium. “hek ages vary
between 20,006 and 13,008years .P., correspondin ts the second subcyc%eof the
Wisconsin glaciation, of the Upper
c) Present sequenm: thae repreesent the l o a k e d reworki of sub-prasent sequenws,
restrieted to the streams, beginning from the last expansion of the forest ver of the

bwer HoPocene.
These interpretations about the palesenvironmental evolution of t
highlighted by the discova~grin their alluvial pPaeers, of abundant archaeolo
polished stone tools and polisking shops buried by alluviurn
important Pleistoceniea cultural tradition, widely disseminated
the human occupation of the region oemrred much earlier than it was fomerly believed, bwed
on studies in the Holownic plains named ‘Bva~eas3’
(Veiga, $989).

In many areas, the alluviurn is maked by expressive mlluviaP coverage, attributed to
periods of lesser humidity during the Holoeene, and possibly favoured by the occurrence of
natural or humam fires (fig. 6).

The mofphslogical characterizalion of the
1988) is as follows:

round
alluviuums
(Veiga

et al.,

a) Deposits evolved over flat to moderately rough relief fillin up the present valleys
md the Pleistocenic palesdrainage, buried like in Rondonia, or suspanded, lBe in
Pitinga and in Tapajos (fig. 3).
b) They are well developed along the drainage mis, generally characterized by wide
and flat troughs, foming relatively narrow deposits connectedl with latepl cslluviums
(fig. 2).
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Fig 5: Example of Stoneartifacts and rocks with polishing grooveS found in Pleistocenic alluvium.

Fig. 6: Colluvial occlusionof placers; cross section of Queixeda streamletL-131, in Pitanga MineA M .
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equent slices of colluvium m
of valleys and Sn

partially cover the alluvium, radically
underlying sedhents.

e drainages tend to develop sequences with sharper stratigraphy than those
related to small drainages, as a result of the bettersmpe of reworking and sediment sorting. In
both cases, the gravel layers show a clear evidence berneen sub-actual alluviums and their
sources.
The granulometry is typically bimodal, generallywith rough grave1 1 to 4cm diameter,
buried .insandy-clayish mat&.
les nomally represent a heritage of older
sediments which have
contribu
of the alluvium. They are usually of quartz,
ents, md frwh or we
sence of laterite indiates an occurrence of
prior ts its depsiti
pdw-environmental ev09ution re
in the region.
In a geameral way) heavy
gold placers, hswever, the ap
to vein quartz fragments, is not rare.

in grain oceuh in the gravel rnatrix. In
s of several entirneters, or even gold

Coarse grain sediments settled at the bottom of the valleys 0ften appear cemented by
limonite and/or silia, foming blocks or compact layers, leading to diffimlties in rnining and
recovery. This indiCate the htensity of weathering grocesses in the
a s n during perisds of
humid dimate, active even t

Amazon alluvial placers,formed by massmovements, represent thegresent stage of gold
accumulation previously eoncentrated in eluvium and colluvium, or directly eroded from
primary sources located in the substratum. The pattern of distribution and the characteristics of
heavy minerals assemblage, under these conditions, reveal information about the nature and
location of their primary and/or seesndary sources, invariably located in relative proximity
(Veiga et al., 1988).
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The alluviums studied rarely present economic concentrations at more than 5 km away
from their sources. In general, recoverable resefves are limited to a dispersion radius of 2-to
2 km of their source, extending from there as discontinued and/or low concentrations. Gold
concentrates with coârse sediments, at the base of the deposit, with increasing grade and
thichess from the edges to the alluvium axis, not necessarily coincident with the present
drainage bed.
Gold distribution along the placer is, generally irregular,.reflecting the conditions of
deposit-formation7andits spatial position with regard to the source. In addition to the usual
location of placers formed down Streamor beside primary sources, in the Amazon the existe&
of placers enclosed in mineralized zones covering their
own vein sources,is relatively frequent
(fig. 7).
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Fig. 7: Queixada Creek alluvium style, copering
their vein sources in Pitanga,
AM.
Among the inherited characteristics, the mineralogical transformations occurred due to
lateritic weathering'prior to the deposition of resistates in alluvium are important. Typical
hydrothermal paragenesis - sulphides, albite, epidote, sericite, carbonates and others generally degrades, while gold is released and concentrates in grains in the mantle of
Yeathedng. Further, supergenic action on the alluvium can resultin a cert 'n chemical mobility
,of gold after its deposition, favqured by humid acids which characteriz the Amazonian dark
water drainages.
1
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Geological characteristics of gold placersin Brazilian Amazon highgrounds suggest the
following guidelinesfor an exploratoryapproach
a) The deposits are of immature and irregular placers, generated by mass movements
typical of semi-arid climate, therefore prior to thelast expansion of the rain forest,at
the beginning of the Holocene.
b) They are characterized by low transportation capacity, poor grain
size selection and
gravimetric concentration, thus preserving many inherited features of their primary
and/or secondary sources, invariably located in relative proximity.
c) The persistence of structural controls results frequently in the development of
placers exactly over their vein sources,causing difficulties in the search for primary
ore bodies through conventional geochemical rnethods such as: active sediments
sampling in tributary streams andsoi1 sampling at interfluvial areas. Detectionof these
ore bodies requires a good understandingof the geological environmental and a careful
follow-up of the alluvial mining.
d) Deposits which fil1 the valleys may be masked by thick colluvial overburden,
preventing the identificationof their potential by a simple cross-section examination
of
the Valleyshape. A reliable evaluation of its economic potential is only possible with
comprehensive knowledgeof the regional geological evolution, supported
by drilling.
e) Relics of early sequences could
occur as terraces covered by colluvial material
or as
buried paleovalleys, forming rich deposits not easily noticeable in the present
landscape, and hardly detectabltLthrough normal exploration work. However, with
existing knowledge, it iq possible to detect them with geophysical (electric and
magnetic) methods, in previously selected areas using remote sensing.
f) Evaluation of ore bodies of complex structure, presenting a great variation in grade,
like the Amazon placer deposits, must be supported by exploration procedures that
assure a careful study through banka drilling, with asymmetric grids and control of
significant
data.
'\

Due to this reason, theuse of correlation and regression analysis for evaluation of data
obtained in drilling, in each area under study, was proposed (Salomao & Falleiros, 1986).
Based on considerable experience in exploration and mining
of Amazonian alluvial placers,it is
seen that theDOVC (Drilling Operational Variables Control) method
provides criteria for data
treatment before reserve calculations. This overcomes the usual indefinition resulting from the
theoretical application of formulae and of correction factors not pertinent to the reality of the
deposit type.
Once the reliabilityof samples is assured, adjustment to the lognormal distribution
mode1
permits identification of statistically anomalous grades present in the alluvium, whoseindiscriminate use could yield disastrous results in reserve estimations. The consistence thus
provided to research data establishes the basis for utilization of geostatistical methods to
evaluate alluvial placers with obvious benefits for the planning and implementationof mining
operations.
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Some myths are thus abolished, many of wPnicP1 are used as rules, contrary to obsemed
facts. Amazonian dluvial placers are not simple deposits, and require a specific treatment,
consistent with their geological conditions. Non observance of these facts can cause failure of
mining aetivities and the loss of invduable information about thearea's potential.

In addition to their intrinsic meaning, the alluvial parameters, evhether assessed in
ordinary operationssf exploration and mining, or in monitoring of c6ga~mpos39,
could constituute
an efficient exploration tool in the search for their p r h a r y and secondxy generating sources. In
this way, it is possible to overcome the limitation of conventional geochemical sampling,
commonly adopted in the regisn without support of sther techniques, even in flat areas with
deficient drainage of low transportafion capacity. It is possible, through this method, to enlarge
quickly the knowledgeof minera1 potential sf the h a z o n cratonic terrains.
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